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Meet Harold Fry, recently retired. He lives in a small English village with his wife, Maureen, who seems irritated by

almost everything he does, even down to how he butters his toast. Little differentiates one day from the next. Then

one morning the mail arrives, and within the stack of quotidian minutiae is a letter addressed to Harold in a shaky

scrawl from a woman he hasn’t seen or heard from in twenty years. Queenie Hennessy is in hospice and is writing to

say goodbye.

 

Harold pens a quick reply and, leaving Maureen to her chores, heads to the corner mailbox. But then, as happens in

the very best works of fiction, Harold has a chance encounter, one that convinces him that he absolutely must deliver

his message to Queenie in person. And thus begins the unlikely pilgrimage at the heart of Rachel Joyce’s remarkable

debut. Harold Fry is determined to walk six hundred miles from Kingsbridge to the hospice in Berwick-upon-Tweed

because, he believes, as long as he walks, Queenie Hennessey will live.

 

Still in his yachting shoes and light coat, Harold embarks on his urgent quest across the countryside. Along the way

he meets one fascinating character after another, each of whom unlocks his long-dormant spirit and sense of

promise. Memories of his first dance with Maureen, his wedding day, his joy in fatherhood, come rushing back to

him—allowing him to also reconcile the losses and the regrets. As for Maureen, she finds herself missing Harold for

the first time in years.

 

And then there is the unfinished business with Queenie Hennessy.
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A novel of unsentimental charm, humor, and profound insight into the thoughts and feelings we all bury deep

within our hearts, The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry introduces Rachel Joyce as a wise—and utterly irresistible—

storyteller.

Amazon.com ReviewAmazon.com Review

Amazon Best Books of the Month, July 2012:Amazon Best Books of the Month, July 2012: Harold Fry--retired sales rep, beleaguered husband, passive observer of

his own life--decides one morning to walk 600 miles across England to save an old friend. It might not work, mind

you, but that's hardly the point. In playwright Rachel Joyce's pitch-perfect first novel, Harold wins us over with his

classic antiheroism. Setting off on the long journey, he wears the wrong jacket, doesn't have a toothbrush, and leaves

his phone at home--in short, he is wholly, endearingly unprepared. But as he travels, Harold finally has time to

reflect on his failings as a husband, father, and friend, and this helps him become someone we (and, more important,

his wife Maureen) can respect. After walking for a while in Harold Fry's very human shoes, you might find that your

own fit a bit better. --Mia Lipman
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